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A Fantasy Visual Novel created from our inspirations of "Alice in Wonderland" by the Norwegian project "Wonder Games". Our goal is to create an experience based on a fictional world, based on the illustrations and graphics of the book, and that has a concept, which has never been seen in any other game. We want to make our
players laugh and cry. So, the game has some good moments and some very dark ones. Basically, we take for granted, that Wonderland is a nice place and we want to give a sad, adventurous and quite weird story to our players! The reality, where the phantasmagoria is interpreted, is supposed to be a bit surreal. But it is not magic,
so it can be quite scary at times. In the metropolis of One-Eye, the city guard organize a search for an invisible man, disguised as a woman, using the device called "SMILE". Unfortunately, the man's real name is Alf, a renowned scientist who works for the Agency, where they decide to keep his research results secret. In order to
acquire a sample of Alf's brain, the Agency demands for the latest experimental device that could solve the problems of intelligence. The technician of the HQ informs the Chief Guard that the device, is ready for use. However, he fails to understand, that the device is stolen by one of the scientists, who wants to show to the Agency,
that he is the best in the world. Is Alf the invisible man? Who is the one who stole the SMILE?. In the metropolis of One-Eye, the city guard organize a search for an invisible man, disguised as a woman, using the device called "SMILE". Unfortunately, the man's real name is Alf, a renowned scientist who works for the Agency, where they
decide to keep his research results secret. In order to acquire a sample of Alf's brain, the Agency demands for the latest experimental device that could solve the problems of intelligence. The technician of the HQ informs the Chief Guard that the device, is ready for use. However, he fails to understand, that the device is stolen by one
of the scientists, who wants to show to the Agency, that he is the best in the world. Is Alf the invisible man? Who is the one who stole the SMILE?. In the metropolis of One-Eye, the city guard organize a search for an invisible man, disguised as a woman, using the device
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Idle Champions - Wyrmspeaker Arkhan Theme Pack Features Key:
Training
Win a Challenge
Unique game code and great prize!!
Easy Points and Speed Game for fast Gaming!

Training Tips:
Click here to Download the PREVIEW

Know More about the GAME:

Welcome to a time to join our Alpha Challenge! Have a Time! Training and Defending your World Record! Rally ?

Try to find the RIGHT information for the correct Alpha Clue for each Alpha Challenge and win amazing prizes! Try to grab as many Key Chains, iPod Touch, OLED TV for higher points!

Other than Alpha Challenge, you can also update your records and increase your ranking. Come back on every Sunday for new Challenge, new Leaderboard rankings and Win some more GREAT PRIZE!!

Training helps you to keep your shape in your race, to improve speed as well as to learn how to solve some of the complex and non-linear questions or identify the right set of information in less than 1 second. Training and gaining enough points to the next challenge is your BEST POSSIBILITY for the WIN!!!

Current LIFTED Alpha Challenges:

Lift the Weights
Crush the Baseball
Enter the Space

With the highest number of no. of pixels we have decided to lock the Alpha Challenge for a while!! Even we have a Win our Challenge! ?

Are you ready and Training for our FIRST Alpha Challenge?

Let's start your game now!!
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